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Honesty prospers in every condition of  life



Children of Nursery had their special event 'Health is wealth'

on 10.02.2020. We invited Dr. Bharat and Mrs.Radhika parent

of Ananshi JrKG to speak about basic hygiene, sanitation and

healthy food. The objective of the event was to highlight the

importance of Health. At the end of the event the children

learnt about oral hygiene, techniques in washing hands and

about healthy and junk food.



Jr.Kg special event “Busy Bee day” was celebrated on 11.02.2020.

Children enacted as honey bees and flowers and showed how bees

work together to make honey.

Children had great fun singing bee related rhymes. Children

enjoyed doing number related activity in hexagon shaped bee

hive. All children were given honey to taste. Kids took home lot

of interesting facts about bees and Honeybee finger puppet as

take home.



Nursery children had their special event "San Chef day" on

17.02.2020. The objective of the vent was to enhance healthy

eating. We had veg sandwich corner, fruit salad corner and

sweets made fruit salad with healthy fruits. In sweet corner

we had sweets like puffed rice balls, chikki and sesame balls,

thus avoiding sweets made of sugar. Children enjoyed the

event and also ate healthy snacks.



The popular story- The Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle, was

enacted by the children of Jr.Kg on 18.2.2020. Children

presented the life cycle of a butterfly in a story sequence which

was related to the theme of the month - Creepy Crawly. The

children, memorized the dialogues and spoke with confidence.

They also understood about the importance of healthy food.



International language day is a worldwide annual observance

held on 21st February to promote awareness of linguistic and

cultural diversity and to promote multilinguals. Students of

Sr. Kg also observed the International language day on 21st

February and presented a variety of programs. Students

dressed in traditional dresses of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala,

Maharashtra and spoke few sentences in their own

language. Students also dressed in traditional dresses

of various countries like China, Japan, Germany, France and

taught us the magic words Thank you, Please, Welcome,

Sorry, Excuse me in the international languages Japanese,

Dutch, French. This celebration gave children an opportunity

to know the role of languages in our lives and the importance

of preserving linguistic diversity in the world and in our local

community.



Sr.kg celebrated National science day. All the students had

assembled in the lobby . Students from each class demonstrated 2

science experiments to everyone. These are the experiments done

by the children. Few experiments were-

1.Baking soda , vinegar volcano experiment

2.Traveling water experiments

3.Primary colors mix together to get secondary color

4.Super absorbent polymer experiment

5.Water pump experiment with balloon (To explain Hand pump

mechanism )

Balancing balloon experiments ( To prove air has weight )

It was a fun time for the kids . Children enjoyed thoroughly.



JR.KG students were taken on a field trip to KARUNA

NURSERY on ECR road. The objective of the field trip was to

reinforce the theme ‘Plants’ and to inculcate the love for the

environment and to relish the beauty of nature. JR.KG students

were briefed about different collection of plants. Children

observed and explored variety of herbs, shrubs, creepers and

climbers. They were curious to know about the surrounding.

This field trip sensitized the students towards caring for the

environment and the importance of planting more trees.



The children of Sr.KG were taken on a field trip to Birla

planetarium on 07.02.2020

The children first saw a 3D show and watched Roller coaster

Adventures with 3D glasses. Then children visited the gallery

and saw the models of the planets and how day and night

is formed.

The children went into the dome shaped planetarium and

watched the planets, galaxies, surface of planets and

constellations.

The show was informative and at the same time entertaining for

the children.



The children of Nursery visited a Pets shop on 07.02.2020. The

objective of the visit was to reinforce the theme Mammals and

Birds. The children were excited on seeing various birds, dogs,

cats, rabbits and turtles, they were thrilled on seeing

chameleons and Iguanas. This helped to revise the concepts

and sound taught in the class. The children also enjoyed

feeding carrots to rabbits. This visit helped to create awareness

among children towards caring and loving birds and animals.







When children face competitive activities at school, they not 

only gain individual skills, but  also creative skills.  The topics 

for Term -2 intra competition were Rhyme time for Nursery,

clay modelling for Jr.Kg and word whizz worksheet for Sr.Kg





TERM 3-KINDERGARTEN INTRA COMPETITION-2020

CLASS 1ST PLACE 2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE

Nursery AADVIK S SATHYADEV C PUKALINI S

Jr. Kg A AKSHAYA MARY JANE AARIDH.A AARIZ AHAMED.M

Jr. Kg B VARSHITHA GANPISETTY SAMSHITHA M
JHAVAN.S

Jr. Kg C KRITHIK KRISHNAN.P KAVIYUVAN.K

HARPITA R

SAI KISHAN .V

Jr. Kg D SAMYUKTHA .S REINO ADEN.P MOHAMED IHSAAN 

NAZZAR.S

AALIYA .M

Sr. Kg A JESHAN .A.D AASHIKA MAHESH

KAVIN KUMAR .S

AKSHITA.S

KEERTHAN.P

Sr. Kg B CHETEN SRIRAM INTI DEEKSHITHA S HEERAN.G

Sr. Kg C YAZHINI.S MAHATHI.S MOHITHA.S

Sr. Kg D ADVIK PRASHANTH AYRA SINGH IBRAR KHAN

Sr. Kg E SAMRUDH 

SHIVASHUNMUGAM

REYA SHREENITHA.S VARSHIKA. K



The children of Class 1 were taken on a field trip to the Crocodile

Bank on 11.02.2020(Tuesday). Children were excited to see the

different types and sizes of crocodiles. They also saw different

kinds of snakes and their eggs. Later children ate their snacks and

played for some time. Children had a thrilling experience and fun

with their classmates



The field trip to “Birla Planetarium” was organized for class 2

students were excited to have a 3D view of the things that they

had just imagined to be huge luminous objects somewhere out

there in the vast space in the universe. It was fun filled learning

experience for the students. Dark room visual journey through

the stars began, the excitement among the students was

overwhelming. The skies came alive on the massive dome

theatre. The show was extremely good and provided a good

visual experience as well as factual knowledge of astronomy. To

add cream to a dessert theme WATER was organized picturising

the importance of water in present and why we should protect

for future. Well began ended well with lot of fun, excitement

and learning.



Class 3 students as their part of curriculum had a field trip to

Parle G biscuit factory. Students boarded the bus with lot of

excitement, since they are visiting their one of the favourite

factory. Field trip coordinator of the company explained the

students how to make a delicious biscuit mixture, later the same

was baked and also students witnessed how the package is been

made. To give students a clear view AV is been played were

students came to know the different products and their making.

Children absolutely enjoyed the complete event and had the

delicious biscuit prepared. Students took home lot of learning

of how biscuits were made.



What better way to learn about our past, than a visit to the

museum? Basically, when one visits a museum they can take a

deeper look at historical items, dig deep into the art, tools,

weapons, dresses, etc. on display and also explain what they

mean. The students of Class VI visited the government museum

on 8th February 2020. The trip began with lot of enthusiasm

and vigour. The museum complex consisted of six buildings.

The objects displayed in the museum covered a variety of

artifacts and objects covering diverse fields

including archeology, numismatics, zoology, natural

history, sculptures, palm-leaf manuscripts, and paintings.

Located close to the main museum entrance gates on Pantheon

Road, the museum theatre was a rare specimen of

the Italianate style of architecture, inspired by Classical

architecture. The museum is also a designated "Manuscript

Conservation Centre" (MCC) under the National Mission for

Manuscripts.

The museum for children in the complex houses several static

exhibits such as galleries of dolls adorned with costumes of

various nations and civilizations and also exhibits pertaining to

science, transportation, and technology. The children collected

a valuable treasure of knowledge and had the thirst for

researching some of the topics for further information. On the

whole it was an enriching learning experience for the students.





The world of print media has always mystified children. To

fulfill this curiosity of print media among the students, the

school arranged an Educational Trip for classes 7 to 9 to the

Printing Press of Hindu at Maraimalai nagar on 10.02.2020.

Understanding makes a thing more attractive. Seeing the

various processes involved in the printing of a mundane looking

newspaper generated a lot of interest among the students. The

students were quite fascinated beholding and assimilating the

various steps involved in News Paper printing.

The atmosphere was very noisy as the students entered into the

premises, since the machines were working. The latest edition

of the supplement “Young World” was being printed. Students

were divided into two groups. Each group was then guided by

two supervisors of the press. The supervisors explained each

stage of printing answering to the questions posted to them by

the young ones. They explained the three types of printing and

described offset printing in detail. The students were shown a

plate with printed matter which made the understanding better.

They next witnessed how actually the paper is passed from one

machine to another, how various colours were integrated and

the papers getting ready within no time.



The groups saw rolls of raw paper and could feel them, they

watched them get printed, folded, cut, trimmed, deposited on

trays, picked up by the clamps, bundled together and packed.

They were explained that within an hour thousands will be ready.

In one corner of the bay area the students could see the papers

being put into covers manually.

Thus, the whole process had a lot of learning take away for the

students. A splendid opportunity to take a tour around the

working printing press and see the newspaper under printing was

one worth cherishing. Truly quite a fruitful outing for the

students! Knowing something is different but seeing is believing.



World Cancer Day aims to save millions of preventable

deaths each year by raising awareness and education about

cancer, to bring in much more awareness students of class 5

A performed mime to portray the causes of cancer. Mime was

followed by speech of how to prevent and avoid cancer. The

whole event was taught provoking



Kala Ghoda Association, was formed with the objective of

maintaining and preserving the heritage and art of South

Mumbai. In SAN class 5 B organized for Kala Ghoda Arts Festival

assembly with different charts to highlight and inculcate

knowledge among the fellow students. Everyone learnt about the

country’s largest multicultural festival, effortlessly.



Class 3A came with yet another powerful assembly theme

about a prenominal women's emancipation and civil rights

person Sarojini Naidu. Students along with teachers gave a

power pack story narration assembly. Literacy was flowing in

the floor were every one drenched in the flow of narration.



World radio day celebrates radio as the mass media reaching

the widest audience in the world. It is also recognized as a

powerful medium for celebrating humanity in all its diversity, to

bring in the importance of radio students of class 3 B along

with teacher gave live demo to students nailing on how radio is

operated and its importance of giving listening power in any

individual. Everyone gathered learnt a small developmental

activity of how to improve listening.



From cyber-bullying to social networking, each year Safer
Internet Day aims to raise awareness of emerging online issues
and chooses a topic reflecting current concerns. However, Safer
Internet Day is also celebrated each year to promote the safe and
positive use of digital technology for children and young people
and inspire a national conversation. Students of class VII A
utilized their opportunity to propagate not only safer internet but
also a better internet, where everyone is empowered to use
technology responsibly, respectfully, critically and creatively.
They encouraged their audience to stay together in making the
Internet a safer and a better place to gather information. They
enlightened their peer group that global computer networks
provide us various communication and information exchange
facilities but we have to employ our skills and ask ourselves
various questions before embarking on the journey of exploration
through the internet. They emphasized on the protection of
personal data which is really very important. A wonderful
assembly indeed.



Shiv Jayanti or Shivaji Jayanti is a festival and public holiday of

the Indian state of Maharashtra. This festival is celebrated on

February 19, celebrating the birth anniversary of the Maratha

emperor, Shivaji. The students from class VII B had done some

research to present some data regarding Shivaji Maharaj who is

known for his strong warrior code of ethics and great character.

The students not only gave the audience some facts about the

honourable man but they brought to life scenes depicted from the

life of Shivaji. Their speech on the legendary Maratha warrior

king brought forward some thoughts which are relevant even

today. The audience came to know that he was a progressive and

sensible leader known for his administration and bravery. The

students put in a great effort for the show.



Taj Mahotsav is an annual 10-day event at Shilpgram in Agra,

India. This festival invokes the memories of the old Mughal era.

Class 3 C students along with teacher elaborated on the

importance of Mughal emperor’s and varied activities carried out

during the 10 days of festival. Assembly was so colourful with

multiple events.



To promote cultural diversity, multilingualism and to remember

one of the architects of the Indian Constitution Dr. Ambedkar

class 4 B came up with exciting assembly pack of two. This

assembly focused on the importance of mother tongue and

importance of language to communicate. Students threw light

on every one gathered in assembly giving the role of the

eminent person Dr Ambedkar who designed constitutional law.



National Science Day is celebrated to commemorate discovery of the

'Raman Effect', which led to Indian scientist Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata

Raman or CV Raman winning the Noble Prize in Physics in 1930.

National Science Day is celebrated every year on February 28. The

theme for the National Science Day 2019 is 'Science for people and

people for science' while in 2018 it was “Science and Technology for a

sustainable future.” VIII

When this day is declared as National Science Day? Sir Chandrasekhara

Venkata Raman was a Tamil Brahman who had worked from 1907 to

1933 at the Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science, Kolkata,

West Bengal. National Science Day is celebrated in India on 28 February

each year to mark the discovery of the Raman effect by Indian physicist

Sir C. V. Raman on 28 February 1928. For his discovery, Sir C.V. Raman

was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1930. SCIENCE MONTH

CELEBRATION. EMPOWER THE SCIENCE CLUBBERS TO ACTION.

“The importance of science is to understand the way things work, and to

not only use these advancements to our advantage, but to help maintain

and control certain environments to keep animal life safe.



Class 1 – Solve the Cross Word  Puzzle

Individual  Activity

CLASS & 

SECTION

NAME OF THE 

STUDENT

HOUSE PRIZE 

IA SHRINIKA.S PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

IA DHANAVASYA.S.K PRITHVI SECOND PRIZE

IB AYNGARA SUDHAN 

MANIKANDA

VAYU FIRST PRIZE

IB YERRAGUNTLA RAMA 

TANUJ

PRITHVI SECOND PRIZE

IC SHASHIKHA.K AGNI FIRST PRIZE

IC SIYONA BALAMURUGAN VAYU SECOND PRIZE

ID SATHVIKA THIRUGNANAM PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

ID ADVIT SINGH GOND PRITHVI SECOND PRIZE

Crosswords are a great traditional puzzle guaranteed to get the

kids thinking. It was decided to have this activity as the theme for

this month’s Intra competitions. Each class had diverse topics

which was age appropriate. Class 1 and 2 had the topics ‘Transport’

and Animals respectively. Students of classes 3 and 4 did just that

when they solved the puzzles related to Birthday Party and Beach

respectively. We had the students of Class 5 solving the puzzles

related to Aquatic animals. We can identify the different emotions

felt by us and that is what precisely class 6 students had done.

‘Grammar’ comes in, and this was the theme for classes 8 and 9. By

the end of the day the students realized that crossword puzzle is a

fun activity that sharpens our brain and activates the cells resulting

in a better brain functioning.



Class 2 – Solve the Cross Word  Puzzle

Individual  Activity

CLASS & 

SECTION

NAME OF THE 

STUDENT

HOUSE PRIZE 

IIA SEYON.S VAYU FIRST PRIZE

IIA VYSHNI.J AKASH SECOND PRIZE

IIB ZAHRA PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

IIB ANJANA 

GOOLYAPALYAM

PRITHVI SECOND PRIZE

IIC KARTHIK VIJAY 

JANAKIRAM

PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

IIC DHANUSH.M AGNI SECOND PRIZE

IID VADLAMANI VENKATA 

SAI LAASYA PRIYA

AGNI FIRST PRIZE

IID PRASHANT MISHRA AGNI SECOND PRIZE

Class 3 – Solve the Cross Word  Puzzle

Individual  Activity

CLASS & 

SECTION

NAME OF THE 

STUDENT

HOUSE PRIZE 

IIIA KANIKSHA 

KALAIVANAN

PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

IIIA KAARUNYAN 

SARAVANAN

VAYU SECOND PRIZE

IIIB AKSHARA.A AKASH FIRST PRIZE

IIIB LAUREN DAVID AGNI SECOND PRIZE

IIIC VAMSSHI

KRISSHNA.G.S

AKASH FIRST PRIZE

IIIC HARSHA.T.K PRITHVI SECOND PRIZE



Class 4 – Solve the Cross Word  Puzzle

Individual  Activity

CLASS & 

SECTION

NAME OF THE 

STUDENT

HOUSE PRIZE 

IVA SANJIVE.K.S AGNI FIRST PRIZE

IVA RITHVIK.V PRITHVI SECOND PRIZE

IVB PRAJIN S RAJAN PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

IVB ARNIKA SHIVANI.P VAYU SECOND PRIZE

Class 5 – Solve the Cross Word  Puzzle

Individual  Activity

CLASS & 

SECTION

NAME OF THE 

STUDENT

HOUSE PRIZE 

VA ARADHANA 

SUDHAKAR

VAYU FIRST PRIZE

VA SATHVI SRIRAM PRITHVI SECOND PRIZE

VB SAI SHRESHTA AKASH FIRST PRIZE

VB SUBUDHI LAASHYA 

SARASWATI

VAYU SECOND PRIZE



Class 6 – Solve the Cross Word  Puzzle

Individual  Activity

CLASS & 

SECTION

NAME OF THE 

STUDENT

HOUSE PRIZE 

VIA RITVIK.G PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

VIA YUTHIKKA.B AKASH SECOND PRIZE

VIB SRIHITHA VANDAVASI AGNI FIRST PRIZE

VIB YAZHINI AKASH SECOND PRIZE

VIC DIVYA CHANDU PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

VIC AYISHA NAWRIN.A.Q VAYU SECOND PRIZE

VID RUVANTHIKA ARUN 

PRASAD

PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

VID PRAJUSHA SINHA PRITHVI SECOND PRIZE

Class 7 – Solve the Cross Word  Puzzle

Individual  Activity

CLASS & 

SECTION

NAME OF THE 

STUDENT

HOUSE PRIZE 

VIIA LEANN GRACE.B AGNI FIRST PRIZE

VIIA JOTHI PRABHA.J AGNI SECOND PRIZE

VIIB SHREYA.A VAYU FIRST PRIZE

VIIB ABHINAV.P.D PRITHVI SECOND PRIZE



Class 8 – Solve the Cross Word  Puzzle

Individual  Activity

CLASS & 

SECTION

NAME OF THE 

STUDENT

HOUSE PRIZE 

VIIIA AKASH.M AGNI FIRST PRIZE

VIIIA HARSHATHA

RITHIKA.S

AGNI SECOND PRIZE

Class 9 – Solve the Cross Word  Puzzle

Individual  Activity

CLASS & 

SECTION

NAME OF THE 

STUDENT

HOUSE PRIZE 

IXA DHARANIKA.S PRITHVI FIRST PRIZE

IXA ANISH.R AGNI SECOND PRIZE



Students of our school can take up Karate or Silambam as their

CCE activity. They are trained by experienced coaches and are

graded regularly at the end of the academic term. The grading

ceremony for Karate and Silambam was conducted on

15.02.2020 and 22.02.2020 respectively, and like all derivative

martial arts it was formalized. Moving on to the next rank

means that the student is no longer considered a beginner, but

not necessarily an expert. Rather it means that one has learned

the basics. It is pertinent to say here that the students had

practiced diligently and had proved themselves before being

given their advancement. The event became an important factor

in boosting the self-confidence of the students by inculcating in

them the spirit of sportsmanship, teamwork and discipline.







It was again the time for THE TIMES NIE NBhaktavatsalam

EWSMAKERS’ MEET. The meet was hosted by Vidyashram,

Korattur, on 12th February 2020. As we have already mentioned

earlier Harshatha Rithika of Class 8 was a start correspondent

for the student edition of the newspaper, last year. She along

with Niriha Pilla of class 9 and Madhuri, R of class 8 were

accompanied by their guide Mrs. S.Vijayalakshmi. The chief

guest of the day was Mr. T. Udhayachandran, an Engineer in

Electronics and communication, who later shifted over to

services and became the youngest in the field at the age of 23.

The Chief Guest was the apt person to talk on the theme of the

day “Coping with Peer Pressure – Can my Passion be my

Profession?” After his key-note address, a mock press conference

for the student reporters from various schools was held. A select

lot of relevant questions posed to him were suitably answered by

him. Explaining that the children are sometimes forced to live

the dreams of others, he advised the students not to succumb to

the peer pressure.

He emphasized that key achievers do different things or do

things differently. Though he agreed that having one’s passion as

a profession is bliss, it is not always possible. He recommended

that one could take up an activity/art as a hobby for a short

while, and then as the person matures decide whether to convert

it into a passion and then later a profession. It was a morning

which saw students coming out with questions which approached

the topic from various angles.



The meet then honored all Times – NIE star reporters of the previous

academic year, including our own Harshatha Rithika of Class 8, and

encouraged a new generation of young journalists. This was followed by

a written test to evaluate the general aptitude and journalistic skills of

the students. The selected students will work with the Times NIE

editorial team, for the next academic year. All participants were provided

snacks during the break. It was an inspiring day for our aspiring star

reporters.

It is indeed a great privilege to have a star correspondent from our school

who wrote articles for the student edition of The Times of India which

has a great number of audience. She used this wonderful platform to

vividly express her thoughts on various topics presented by the editorial

team. She blossomed using her eloquent writing on all the phases of her

writing journey. She became more and more confident and started to

believe in her abilities. She broke all emotional barriers to present one

article after another. She has set a trend and helped others dream of

achieving their vision by sheer determination. Hats off Harshatha!



The academic year is coming to an end and so are the Inter-

School competitions. Our students represented the school in 

the event ‘Science-O-Vista’ conducted by BVM Global @ 

Perungudi Senior Secondary School. They showed their skill 

in model making and innovating fresh scenarios in presenting 

an ad for the given product.

 Sai Siddharth Singh. of  Class 6 C – 3rd Model Making

 Ishaan S. of  Class 6 C – 3rd Model Making

 AdarshPrashanth of  Class 6 B – 3rd Brand Buzz

 Haifa Badur Ferry of  Class 6 B – 3rd Brand Buzz

 Arshitha. S of  Class 7 A – 3rd Brand Buzz

 Varunika. P of  Class 7 A – 3rd Brand Buzz



 G. S. Tharun Adhithiya of Class 6 A

Another feather in the cap from the sport of Karate. G. S. Tharun

Adhithya of Class 6 A participated in the 10th District Inter Dojo

Championship – 2020 held on 2nd February at Sri Kumaran Mini

Hall, Medavakkam. He showed his prowess in Kumite to come first

in the 10-11 years category and Kata, in the 10-12 years category,

to claim the third place. Hats off to him!



Our school Silambam students too returned home victorious

after taking part in State Level Silambam Championship

organized by Dolphin Silambattam Academy at Gowrivakkam

on 16th February. The winners are given below:

State Level Silambam Competition - 16.02.2020

V.Kanishkar III C Thanithiramai 3rd Prize

Shreshta

Balamurugan
VI A

Thanithiramai &

Kambusandai
Both 3rd Prize

Naveena.M.S VI B Thanithiramai 2nd Prize

Vijay.N VII A Thanithiramai 2nd Prize

Balasankari.G VII B
Thanithiramai &

Kambusandai
3rd Prize

Harsha S VI B Participant NA

Jai Vibhu A VB Participant NA



Our students have showed their prowess in mental math and doing us 
proud. GAJSMA Association of  Soroban and Mental Arithmetic had 
conducted its 16th National Soroban and Anzan Competition on 15th

February in Chennai. They following students returned home with merit 
prizes:

 V. Harshitha of  class VI B was placed 2nd

 Varshietha. M of  class VI B was placed 1st

 Ananya. B of  class VI B was placed 3rd

 Sathvik M of  class IIIA was placed 2nd

 Pritheweesh.V of  Class IIIB was placed 2nd



Sport is becoming more popular among students who are willing to

go the extra mile to excel. They are willing to come out of their

comfort zone – their school, and take part on competitions held by

other academies. One such Inter-School Kiddies Meet was conducted

by ‘Tap The Talent Sports Academy’ on 5th February 2020 at SDAT

Nehru Park, Chetpet, Chennai. The event was held for classes LKG

– VI Std. While classes LKG to II had 2 sprints and a throw event,

classes from III had two sprints and a relay. The winners of the

event from our school are:

INTER SCHOOL KIDDIE'S MEET - 05.02.2020

Aman Singh Srkg D Tennis Ball Throw 3rd Prize

Santhosh.S II A Soft Ball Throw 3rd Prize

Akayla Chaarshanee III A 4*50 Relay 3rd Prize

Samyuktha.H III B 4*50 Relay 3rd Prize

Arya Joshphine III A 4*50 Relay 3rd Prize

Sana Thazmeen III B 4*50 Relay 3rd Prize





Our karate students ended this academic year on a winning note. In

the 2nd State Level Invitational Karate Championship 2020

organized by Saizen Goju – Ryu Karate Do Federation India on 9th

February 2020 at Decathlon Mogappair, our students had won

several podium finishes. The results are as follows:

S.Seyon II A Kata Category 3rd Prize

Nikhitha II C Kata Category 3rd Prize

S.Varsha III A Kata Category 3rd Prize

R.A.Sethu Aadhavan III B Kata Category 3rd Prize

Adarsh Ashok III B
Kata Category &

Kumite Category
2nd Prize

Goutham III C Kata Category 3rd Prize

Gauresh Raj III C Kata Category 2nd Prize

V.Rithvik Nithish III C Kata Category 2nd Prize

G.S.Vamshi Krishna III C Kata Category 3rd Prize

Iniyan.S IV A
Kata Category &

Kumite Category
1st Prize

V.Sandhana Sree IV A Kata Category 3rd Prize

P.S.Swasthika IV A Kata Category 3rd Prize

K.Poorvika IV A
Kata Category &

Kumite Category
3rd Prize

Iniya.s IV A Kata Category 3rd Prize

S.Kavinraj IV B Kata Category 3rd Prize

R.Sai Harith IV B Kata Category 3rd Prize

Rakshitha Ramadoss IV B Kata Category 3rd Prize

V.N.Hari Prasanna V A Kata Category 3rd Prize

Ashwin Ashok V B Kata Category 3rd Prize

Harshavardhan.S VI A Kata Category 2nd Prize

Pranav.A VI A Kata Category 3rd Prize

Lakshana.R VI A Kata Category 3rd Prize

R.Saiesh VI B Kata Category 3rd Prize

Abhishek.S VII A Kata Category 3rd Prize

Nisita Singh.E VII B Kata Category 3rd Prize

Shomila VIII A Kata Category 3rd Prize

S.Krutika VI A Kata Category 3rd Prize

Jithesh VI A Kata Category 3rd Prize

Bavacharan VI A Kata Category 3rd Prize





Pranesh has continued to blaze at the gymnasiums and the field

events. In an Inter – School State Level Athletic Meet, held by

KOMBAI Sports Academy at Amrita Vidiyalayam School, he

showed his prowess in throwing events once again by winning the

2nd place in Shot Put. His nimble dexterity medals in th 3rd Mini

State Artistic Gymnastics Championship 2019-20 conducted by

Tamilnadu Gymnastics Association, at SDAT Aquatic Complex

Hall of Fame, Guindy on 9th and 10th of February. Having taken

part in 11 years category he won the following:

Apparatus: Vault, Position: Third

Apparatus: High Bar, Position: Third

Apparatus: Parallel Bars, Position: Third

Apparatus: Floor, Position: First

He continues excelling in both the sports and we wish him good

luck in all his future events.



Falcons Talent Hunt – 15th and 16th February

Falcons Speed Skating Academy conducted its first Speed

Skating Event at its premises in Madipakkam on 15th and

16th of February. The event had races for beginners, quad and

inline technique. Our students have done us proud by showing

their skills on rollerblades, their technique winning them

medals. The winners of the first edition are as follows:

 Jayshna H.A – IID

 Aditi Srinivasan – IID

 Zahra – IIB

 Sai Sreshta R – VB

 Farha - VIB



Camping is always fun and it comes with many benefits. To

enrich our curriculum and provide an enhanced educational

experience beyond the classroom setting, we had scheduled an

overnight ‘District Annual Training Camp’ at Thiruthangal

Nadar College, Selaivayal. Our Scouts, Guides, Cubs and Bulbuls

were highly benefitted by the camp as they spent the days with

physical activities and experiencing the pleasure of meeting new

people. As they unplugged from technology they got the freedom

to try our new ventures conquering their fear of the unknown.

The experience they gained helped them become self-reliant and

confident, looking forward for more such opportunities. Students

were appreciated with the participant certificate.



We are delighted and proud to announce that our young cubs of

San Academy Kamakoti Nagar - Scout group, MADHAV. H (class

VA), JOSIAH GABRIEL J ( class VB), RAAGHAV S (class IVA),

VAIBHAV ACHYUTA.G ( class IVA) , have been awarded with

highest and prestigious award " GOLDEN ARROW" by state head

quarters of Bharat scouts and Guides. Along with them

MITHILESH R of class VB and ALLEN JERICHO IVA have

received highest State Level Award "CHATURTHACHARAN". Let

us congratulate our proud kids. Special recognition to Mr. Arun

kumar - cub master, Manimalar - Guides captain, Manikandan -

Scout master and Mathangi - Flock leader, their tireless efforts.

GOLDEN ARROW



Shwethika. S of Class 6 C – 2nd Prize in Group Dance

Parnitha. G of Class 6 C– 2nd Prize in Group Dance

Dheeksha. K of Class 6 B – 2nd Prize in Group Dance

Varshaa Kalaiarasan of Class 6 C – 2nd Prize in Group Dance

Ehasan Ahamed O. S of Class 7 B – 2nd Prize in Group Dance

Varun. S of Class 6 B – 2nd Prize in Group Dance

Paavani Prarthana of Class 6 D – 3rd Prize in Junior Chef

Sanchika Patro of Class IB – 2nd Prize in Clay Modelling

Nikitha Subhash Sasirekha of Class IIC – 2nd Prize in Leaf Collage

Hasithanjini S of Class IVB – 2nd Prize in Junk Art Collage

Architha Vivek of Class VA – 2nd Prize in Spin A Yarn

CHRYSALIS

Students from our school participated in an Inter-School

competition ‘CHRYSALIS’, conducted by AKG Public School. 

Some of  them had returned after a good performance on the stage. 

Well Done! 

The results are as follows:



CHRYSALIS - GALLERY



CHESS TAMBARAM
 1st Tamil Nadu State-Level Children Chess Tournament

(08 & 09.02.2020)

We have seen a few more winners from Chess this month. 1st

Tamil Nadu State Level Children Chess Tournament 2020,

organized by SSK CHESS CENTRE, was held at San Academy

Tambaram on 8th and 9th of February. The following students

were placed in the merit list. Congratulations!

1. Mathinithya. V of Class 6 A was placed 1st in under 12 Girls

category.

2. Navya Saxena of Class 7 B was placed 4th in under 14 Girls

category.

3. Vrishan Sai Vedam of Class 6 B was placed 6th in under 12

Boys category.

4. Subudhi Laashya Saraswati of Class 5 B was placed 10th in under 12

Girls category.

5. Dhilsaw Saraswathy of Class 5 B was placed 14th in under 12 Girls

category.

6. Shakthi Kavithayini J of Class 5 A was placed 11th in under 12 Girls

category.



We next have a student, Nitin T, of Class VII A showing his

agility as a paddler, and has taken part in the Dr. Indira

Biswakumar Memorial Charitable Trust City Schools Table

Tennis Tournament organized by SDAT – Medimix Chandra TT

Coaching Centre on 1th and 16th of February. He was a

quarterfinalist in his category (which included older children).

He has even participated in the Table Tennis Tournament

organized by Chennai Royal Sports club on 16th February in the

Under 15 years category and won the tournament. Garnering

skills to play the sport needs practice and we laud his efforts.

Best of luck in the future tournaments.

TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT



CAMLIN – CAMEL ART CONTEST

PRIMARY LEVEL

Camlin had conducted a painting competition at our school

premises for the Primary Level. The First Level winners in

Group D from our school were

• Varun. S from class 6B

• Tanish. M from Class 6B

• Subiksha S from Class Sr.Kg D

• Varshini M from Class Sr.Kg A

• Shreenithaa K from Class IIA

• Anshitha Anand from Class IC

• Akshara A from Class IIIB

• Kaniksha Kalaivanan from Class IIIA



NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD

WINNERS



INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS 

OLYMPIAD WINNERS









The Art foundation has organised 10th National Level

Drawing Competition 2020 on 17th February 2020.

Most of our students have participated cheerfully and

awaiting for their results.


